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 Provide key insights on how best to update the current Comprehensive 
Plan Policies to support the community vision and position the 
County to attract the growth it wants.  

 Develop alternative land use scenarios (allocations of jobs and 
housing) that reflects growth by different industry clusters (driven by 
regional economics and targeted industries) and community 
aspirations (as defined by the vision).

 Compare the different scenarios against a set of Livable Frederick 
indicators reflecting the vision to provide information on where/how to 
potential adjust local policies. 

 Gets us beyond the simple ‘predict and plan’ approach, allowing for a 
more robust discussion of ‘what ifs’ concerning future growth in 
the county. 

WHY SCENARIO PLANNING?
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Macro

• How much growth is 
expected based on 
regional trends?

• What industry 
sectors/market 
segments are likely to 
come here?

Micro

• What kinds of places will 
new jobs and residents 
prefer?

• How does land 
development policy 
shape their 
preferences/satisfaction?

• What industries are we 
trying to target?

Outcomes

• How will new growth 
impact the environment, 
economy, transportation 
system, etc.?

• How sensitive are these 
impacts to different 
growth scenarios?

• What public policy 
refinements get us the 
growth we want?

FOCUS IS ON ALLOCATING NEW JOBS AND RESIDENTS

GENERALIZED FRAMEWORK

Allocation logic Allocation insightsAllocation logic



INSIGHTS HELP IDENTIFY LOCATIONS FOR POLICY REFINEMENTS
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 Growth follows growth

 Key areas of development 
or redevelopment will be 
the focus 

 Will identify different ways 
key areas can grow relative 
to the vision and targeted 
economic development

Southeast Corridor area prime for 
examining different types of growth 
policies



MACRO DYNAMICS

REGIONAL TRENDS IN JOBS AND POPULATION GROWTH
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Key questions:

 How is the Baltimore-Washington region expected to grow?

 Where does Frederick County fit in?

 Migration: Who is moving in to/out of the region and the 
county?

 Job mix: What kinds of jobs are being added to the region 
and to the county?

 Residential market segments: With an evolving job mix, what 
will the county’s demographics look like in the future?

REGIONAL GROWTH TRENDS

MACRO DYNAMICS7



 Data

 ESRI Business Analyst:

 Current mix of population by market segment

 Current mix of businesses by industry sector

 Internal Revenue Service (IRS) migration data

 Current trends in re-location

 Metropolitan Washington Council of Government (MWCOG) 
land use forecasts

 Future jobs and population at TAZ level (out to 2045)

 Woods and Poole county growth forecasts

 Future jobs and population at county level (out to 2050)

 Local data and qualitative insights

REGIONAL GROWTH TRENDS
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How is Frederick County changing?

Affluent Estates

Upscale Avenues

Uptown Individuals

Family Landscapes

Gen-X Urban

Cozy Country

Ethnic Enclaves

Middle Ground

Senior Styles

Rustic Outposts

Midtown Singles

Hometown

Next Wave

Scholars and Patriots

Livable Frederick Comp Plan 
Update

 Combines economic 
development, growth 
management, multimodal 
transportation

 MMA included in logic for 
forecasting location 
preferences/choices of 
incoming residents and 
business

 MMA included in evaluation 
of scenarios to forecast 
mode choice and VMT 
impacts of different growth 
scenarios

EXAMPLE OF MARKET TAPESTRY AND MIGRATION TRENDS
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In-migrants

Out-migrants



CONSOLIDATION OF MARKET TAPESTRIES FOR ANALYSIS
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Simplified market analysis

while maintaining

differentiation among different

population segments with

similar incomes, life styles,

and location preferences

As Frederick County evolves,

these different market

segments will influence the

character of the county’s

diverse places and how they

change (or are preserved)

along with market forces and

development policies.



Simplified market analysis while maintaining
differentiation among different industry sectors
with similar location preferences and recruitment
strategies

As Frederick County evolves, these different
industry groups will influence the residential
composition of the county, pull from its diversifying
workforce, and influence the character of its
places.

Creative economy jobs pull from multiple groups

CONSOLIDATION OF INDUSTRY GROUPS FOR ANALYSIS
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Employment group for allocation Woods & Poole Group

Resource jobs 

Farm

Forestry, fishing, related activities

Mining

Industrial jobs

Manufacturing

Wholesale trade

Transportation and warehousing

Consumption jobs

Retail trade

Arts, entertainment, and recreation

Accommodation and food services

Science and tech jobs
Professional and technical

Information

Office jobs

Finance and insurance

Real estate, rental, and lease

Management of companies and enterprises

Federal civilian government

State and local government

Health care jobs Health care and social assistance

Education Educational services

Other jobs

Utilities

Construction

Administrative and waste services

Other services, except public admin

Federal military employment



How is the region expected to grow?

REGIONAL TRENDS
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Total number of housing and jobs 

anticipated by 2050 

People type (household type, 

income levels, market profile) 

Job type (different industries) 

Approximately 50,000 more jobs, and 

100,000 more people by 2050 

MWCOG projects steady growth 

through 2045*

Woods and Poole projects steady 

growth through 2050

• Population growth initially slower 

than MWCOG

• Employment growth forecasted at 

higher rate than MWCOG
 -
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REGIONAL TRENDS
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Composition of regional jobs 

not expected to change 

much over time:

• Sectors expecting to 

become more prominent:

• Health care jobs

• Science and tech jobs

• Sectors expecting to 

become less prominent:

• Office jobs

• Industrial jobs

• Resource jobs
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Where does Frederick fit in?

FREDERICK COUNTY TRENDS
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Frederick County’s share of regional 

growth is expected to increase

• Share of regional population growth 

accelerates in next 10-15 years, 

then stabilizes

• Share of regional job growth 

steadily increases over time
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So what will Frederick’s economy look like?

 What if Frederick’s regional share of each industry stays the 
same? 

 What if the Woods and Poole forecasts are right about the 
future mix of industries? 

 What if recent changes in the region’s and county’s industry 
mix persist? 

 Regional growth effects inform how growth in the region 
might impact all industries in the local economy

 Regional Industry mix effects describe how an industry’s 
changing role in the region might impact the local 
economy

 What if we suppose changes in local competitiveness for 
each industry?

FREDERICK COUNTY TRENDS - ECONOMY
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The industry’s growth in Frederick will parallel its 

growth in the region.

The industry’s growth in Frederick will come directly 

from the W&P dataset.

The industry’s growth in Frederick is determined by 

regional growth in all sectors, recent changes in 

regional jobs mix, and the county’s current 

competitiveness for each industry

The industry’s growth in Frederick is determined by 

regional growth in all sectors, expected changes in 

regional jobs mix, and the county’s current 

competitiveness for each industry

The scenario planning team can propose alternative 

forecasts for analysis, impacting assumptions about 

regional growth, regional jobs mix, and/or local 

competitiveness for each industry



Local 
competitiveness

Regional industry mix

Regional growth

COMPONENTS OF ECONOMIC CHANGE
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The basic driver of employment growth in Frederick County is employment 

growth in the region as a whole. The Washington DC region is adding jobs 

(regardless of type) at a rapid rate, and Frederick County is likely to add jobs at a 

similar rate just because it is part of the region.

Because regional dynamics are so important in local economic development, 

the relative performance/competitiveness of different industries at the regional 

level affects which industries can be expected to grow locally.  If science/tech 

jobs are expected grow rapidly in the Washington DC region, Frederick County may 

expect growth in that sector that outpaces historical trends.

Within the region, Frederick County may have special competitive advantages 

that make it a strong candidate for high growth in a given industry.  While 

resource jobs (agriculture, forestry, mining, etc.) are not growing rapidly in the region 

as a whole, they may grow relatively quickly in Frederick due to its agrarian 

character and regional position.



JOBS IN 2050 Shift Share

Constant Share W&P

Regional growth 

effects

Industry mix 

effects

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 224,558 227,049 224,241 224,250

RESOURCE JOBS 3,185 2,746 3,736 3,069 

INDUSTRIAL JOBS 14,916 12,275 15,712 14,217 

CONSUMPTION JOBS 49,028 55,479 48,493 49,296 

SCIENCE & TECH JOBS 26,737 24,986 27,731 28,202 

OFFICE JOBS 46,698 49,525 53,548 47,565 

HEALTH CARE JOBS 28,116 29,217 25,229 28,293 

EDUCATION JOBS 5,042 4,628 4,922 4,691 

OTHER JOBS 50,836 48,193 44,870 48,917 

FREDERICK COUNTY TRENDS - ECONOMY
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FREDERICK COUNTY TRENDS - ECONOMY
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All forecasts anticipate a heavier mix of 

health care jobs, following regional 

trends

All forecasts anticipate reduced role for 

industrial jobs in the county’s economy, 

following regional trends

W&P forecasts anticipate a higher mix of 

consumption jobs, while other 

techniques suggest a mix similar to 

today’s

Most forecasts call for a reduced role for 

resource jobs in the county’s economy

Shift share techniques suggest an 

increased role for science and tech jobs, 

while W&P expects their role to diminish

As office jobs become less prominent 

regionally, they also are generally 

expected to become less prominent 

locally

Education jobs could play an 

increasingly important role in the 

county’s economy, but several forecasts 

suggest it will be similar to today’s role

All other job types are generally 

expected to play a similar role in the 

2050 economy as they do today



 Potential sources for regional growth total

 Woods & Poole 2050 forecasts for all jobs

 MWCOG 2045 forecasts for all jobs, extrapolated to 2050

 Potential sources for regional industrial mix changes

 Woods & Poole regional forecasts by industry

 MWCOG forecasts by industry (applied to our sectors)

 Local knowledge & hypothesis

 Potential sources for local competitiveness adjustments

 Woods & Poole county forecasts by industry 

 MWCOG county forecasts by industry (applied to our sectors)

 Local knowledge & hypothesis

DIFFERENT ECONOMIC SCENARIOS
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FREDERICK COUNTY INDUSTRY STRENGTH (Past Trends)
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 Size of circle represents number of 
jobs gained or lost (lower left 
quadrant) from 2005 to 2015

 Competitive industries:

 Office

 Consumption

 Health care

 Stable industries:

 Science & tech

 Opportunity industries:

 Resource 

 Education

 Declining industries:

 Industrial

 Other

DECLINING

COMPETITIVE

OPPORTUNITY

STABLE



 We can use the concept of “industry 
strength” as guide to support local 
knowledge and hypotheses about 
growth trends

 Industry strength is based on three 
factors:

 Industry mix: industry is growing 
regionally faster (or declining less 
rapidly) than the regional market 
for all jobs

 Local competitiveness: industry is 
growing faster (or declining less 
rapidly) locally than regionally

 Job growth:  industry is adding 
jobs locally

DIFFERENT ECONOMIC SCENARIOS
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Industry strength rating Industry Mix

Competitive 

Component Net Job growth

Competitive

Opportunity

Weak opportunity

Stable

At-risk

Declining



 Economic and demographic changes go hand-in-hand

 Different potential future job mixes pose different 
prospective mixes of residents moving to the county

 Many industries depend on a certain workforce profile or 
attract certain market segments more often than others

 Market segments are convenient generalizations of household 
types with similar location and housing preferences, lifestyle 
patterns, spending habits, etc.

 Difficult to forecast without economic foundation

 Relationships among job sector mixes and market segment 
mixes power the residential forecasting model

WHAT ABOUT FUTURE RESIDENTS?
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Local 
competitiveness

Regional industry mix

Regional growth

 Mix of a given market segment is based on the mix of jobs 
related to it

 Example: Middle income urban households with no kids

 Supporting industries:

 Science and tech

 Health care

 Consumption

 Series of regression formulas derived from national county-
level data

 Useful for estimating expected shifts in residential segment mix 
for application of shift share forecasting approach

RESIDENTIAL DEMAND BASED ON JOBS
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Forecast of regional 

residential growth

Forecast of regional 

jobs mix

Local segment mix 

shift

Regional growth rate

Application of 

regression models

Existing regional 

jobs mix

Regional segment 

mix shift

Existing local jobs 

mix

Forecast of local 

jobs mix



RESIDENTIAL SCENARIOS
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MARKET SEGMENTS IN 2050 Jobs Mix Scenarios

Constant 

Share W&P

Regional 

growth 

effects

Industry mix 

effects

TOTAL RESIDENTS 360,494 348,966 360,226 367,148 

RETIREES 19,470 21,249 18,257 19,538 

LOW MOD INCOME SINGLES 27,137 28,429 25,364 27,229 

MIDDLE INCOME URBAN NO KIDS 32,881 32,790 32,910 34,102 

WEALTHY URBAN / SUBURBAN 204,732 189,866 207,746 213,872 

MIDDLE INCOME SUBURBAN FAMILIES 45,603 47,820 50,508 45,174 

LOW TO MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES 30,671 28,812 25,442 27,233 
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FREDERICK COUNTY TRENDS – RESIDENTIAL MARKET SEGMENTS
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All forecasts suggest a higher mix of low to moderate 

income singles.  This market segment is strongly 

associated with health care jobs, which are expected 

to grow significantly regionally and locally.

All forecasts suggest a slightly increased 

proportion of the population will be middle 

income urban households with no children. 

This market segment is associated with 

health care and science/ tech job.

Most forecasts call for the future mix of wealthy urban and 

suburban residents to be roughly the same as it is today.  W&P 

is the exception, suggesting a diminished role. This market 

segment is strongly associated with science and tech jobs.

Middle income suburban families are correlated with office and 

industrial jobs.  They are expected to make up a smaller 

percentage of the county’s and region’s residential mix over 

time.

Low to middle income families are expected 

to be less prominent (or possible abut the 

same) in the county’s future residential mix.  

This segment is associated with resource 

and education jobs.

All forecasts (especially W&P) call for an increased proportion of 

retirees in the county’s future population.  Retired persons are 

associate with consumption jobs (goods, services, and 

attractions), though the economic basis of the forecast is most 

tenuous for this market segment



PROPOSED CONTROL TOTALS - JOBS
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PROPOSED CONTROL TOTALS - RESIDENTS
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MICRO DYNAMICS

LOCATION PREFERENCES AND POLICY LEVERS
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 Key questions?

 Where do particular industries and market segments want to be?

 Local growth trends (“hot” areas)

 Optimize accessibility

 Suitable “place types”

 Minimize costs

 Generalized approach to assessing market attractiveness to 
industries

 Growth controlled by policy represented by place types

LOCATION PREFERENCES

MICRO DYNAMICS29



Generalized approach to market attractiveness

LOCATION PREFERENCES

MICRO DYNAMICS30

Trend growth

• Where has 
growth of a given 
activity occurred 
recently?

• Blend of general 
and specific 
growth rates, 
smoothed over 
areas

Accessibility

• Optimize access 
to economic 
activity (jobs)

• Mode and 
purpose 
emphasis varies 
by activity

Costs

• How much does it 
cost to move into 
an area?

• Blend of home 
values and 
contract rents, 
smoothed over 
areas

Place types

• Policies that 
define growth 
patterns (mix 
of uses, 
density, etc.)

• Different place 
types suitable 
to different 
activities



Generalized approach to market attractiveness

 Calculation and relative importance of each “attractiveness driver” 
varies by activity

 Industrial jobs: low land costs, suitable place types

 Office jobs: regional accessibility, trend growth 

 Suburban families: suitable place types, trend growth, costs

 Professional judgment regarding the role each will play in determining 
location decisions, but this is also part of how scenarios may vary

LOCATION PREFERENCES
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Trend growth Accessibility Costs Place types



LOCATION PREFERENCES - GROWTH TRENDS
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•

•

•

•

•



LOCATION PREFERENCES - GROWTH TRENDS
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 Trend growth (“growth follows growth”)

 Blend general and specific growth rates to define “hot” areas for future growth

Science and tech Retirees



 Accessibility

 Regional position

 Multimodal options

 Emphasis on commute 
versus non-work trips

LOCATION PREFERENCES - ACCESSIBILITY
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Multimodal Transportation Accessibility (Auto and transit accessibility mapping) to 

existing jobs – Frederick County, MD



LOCATION PREFERENCES - ACCESSIBILITY
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 Accessibility profiles

Suburban/commuter Mixed use/urban



LOCATION PREFERENCES - COSTS
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 Relative expense of locating in a given 
area

 Based on home value and contract 
rents

 Different activities are more or less 
sensitive to costs when making location 
decisions



 Place types

 Generalized development 
policy settings applied to 
areas throughout the 
county

 Define the character of 
future development 

 Mix of uses

 Development intensity

 Parking and setback 
requirements

 General building types

 Different qualities are 
attractive to different 
activities

LOCATION PREFERENCES – PLACE TYPES
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 Historic Downtown (Frederick)

 Residential Neighborhood (Frederick)

 Suburban Residential (Fredericktowne Village)

 Campus/Base Employment (Fort Detrick)

 Small Town Main Street Corridor (New Market)

 Small Town Crossroads (Middletown)

 Traditional Neighborhood Development Center (Urbana)

 Traditional Neighborhood Development Residential (Urbana)

 Suburban Residential (Clover Hill)

 Suburban Office Park

 Agriculture and Working Landscapes

 Unprotected Open Space

 Village Crossroads (Graceham)

 Commuter Suburban (Kemptown)

 Village Crossroads (Unionville)



 For a given activity

 Attractiveness drivers set up

 Scores standardized (0-100)

 Weights applied(0-100)

LOCATION PREFERENCES
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Trend growth

Accessibility

Place types

Costs



LOCATION PREFERENCES
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Trend growth Accessibility Place types Costs

Retirees

Population over 65 is growing 

and general residential 

construction

Access to non-work destinations 

by car, with multimodal options

Varied - in-town residential, 

small towns/villages, TND
Moderate to high sensitivity

Low to middle income singles

Low or middle income HHs 

growing, non-family HHs 

growing, and general residential 

construction

Regional centrality, transit 

access to jobs, walk access to 

non-work destinations

In-town residential, TND, 

suburban centers
Moderate sensitivity

Middle income urban no kids

Middle income HHs growing, 

HHs without children growing, 

and general residential 

construction

Regional centrality, transit 

access to jobs, walk access to 

non-work destinations

In-town residential, inner-ring 

suburbs, TND
Moderate sensitivity

Wealthy urban
High income HHs growing and 

general residential construction

Regional centrality, transit 

access to jobs, walk access to 

non-work destinations

In-town residential, inner-ring 

suburbs, TND
Low sensitivity

Wealthy suburban
High income HHs growing and 

general residential construction

Access to jobs by car with 

limited multimodal options

Suburbs, exurbs, inner ring 

suburbs, small towns/villages
Low sensitivity

Middle income suburban 

families

Middle income HHs growing, 

HHs that are families growing, 

and general residential 

construction

Access to jobs by car with 

limited multimodal options

Suburbs, inner-ring suburbs, 

exurbs 
Moderate to high sensitivity

Low to middle income 

families

Low or middle income HHs 

growing, HHs that are families 

growing, and general residential 

construction

Regional centrality, transit 

access to jobs, walk access to 

non-work destinations

Suburbs, exurbs, inner ring 

suburbs
High sensitivity



LOCATION PREFERENCES
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Trend growth Accessibility Place types Costs

Retirees 100 40 30 80

Low to middle income singles 35 70 50 100

Middle income urban no kids 75 100 80 50

Wealthy urban 20 100 80 20

Wealthy suburban 100 40 100 20

Middle income suburban families 50 80 100 70

Low to middle income families 55 40 20 100



LOCATION PREFERENCES - INFRASTRUCTURE
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Residential General non-res

 Infrastructure “filter”

 Areas need to have road frontage to support growth

 Nominal attractiveness off of roads suggests potential for infrastructure to be added



 Place types

 Generalized development 
policy settings applied to 
areas throughout the 
county

 Define the character of 
future development 

 Mix of uses

 Development intensity

 Parking and setback 
requirements

 General building type*

 Determine the “capacity” 
for future development in a 
given area

POLICY LEVERS – PLACE TYPES
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 Historic Downtown (Frederick)

 Residential Neighborhood (Frederick)

 Suburban Residential (Fredericktowne Village)

 Campus/Base Employment (Fort Detrick)

 Small Town Main Street Corridor (New Market)

 Small Town Crossroads (Middletown)

 Traditional Neighborhood Development Center (Urbana)

 Traditional Neighborhood Development Residential (Urbana)

 Suburban Residential (Clover Hill)

 Suburban Office Park

 Agriculture and Working Landscapes

 Unprotected Open Space

 Village Crossroads (Graceham)

 Commuter Suburban (Kemptown)

 Village Crossroads (Unionville)
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PLACE TYPES
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 Crude for draft application, test 
allocation

 Refining as we speak



ALLOCATION OUTPUT
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 Plenty to clean up, but logic is 
working as expected



 Square footage estimates roll up to land cover acreages for storm 
water analysis

 Activities run in MMA tools for accessibility updates

 VMT

 Mode split

 Average attractiveness score for each activity summarized typical 
“satisfaction” level for that activity around the county

 Summarize economic/demographic diversity by sub area

USE OF OUTPUTS
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Planning Commission Meetings  

 Trend Scenario (market drivers & existing policy) and suggested 
Alternative Scenarios

 November 30th Presentation/Work session  

 Trend Scenario Discussions; Confirmation of Alternative Scenario 
Direction

 December 7th Presentation/Work session

 Alternative Scenario Comparisons and Discussion of Policy 
Implications

 December 12th Presentation/Work session 

 Policy Implications and Recommendations

 January 4th Presentation/Work session

Next Steps & Timeline 
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Project Team, Staff & Steering 

Committee 

• Finalizing place types

• Confirming growth 

assumptions 

• Developing Livable 

Frederick Indicators 


